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Welcome back my friends, to the show
that never ends. Before we have the
judges come out and explain the rules,
we'd like to open with a statement about
comic books in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be  unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT YOU
READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment medium,
and, as such, must provide you with
entertainment for your dollar. Especially
in these days of price increases and over-
hyped title launches, it is important for
you, as a fan, to vote with your
pocketbook. Regardless of our personal
tastes and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any title
that you don’t actively enjoy! Stop
buying a comic just to keep your
collection complete, and stop buying it if
you are "waiting for it to get better.” All
we want is for you to be happy, and to
always feel that you are getting value for
your dollar. ‘Nuff  said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules of
this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription update
form every month. The deadline to turn
in your form is printed on the front of the
form. You must also come in at least once
a month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if, for
example, you are going out of town, but
you must inform us, in writing (any note
will do), to insure no interruption of your
service. If you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they were
ordered, we will not hold them for you to
pick up late unless you give us written
instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and keep an
up-to-date deposit form on file with us.
You can make the deposit either with: 1)
An executed verified credit card form
(with the amount to be filled in should you
fail to pick up your books), or 2) a cash

deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value of
your order, whichever is greater. Please
note that this deposit will be applied to any
outstanding amounts you owe us for
books that you have not picked up within
the required time. If the deposit amount is
not sufficient, we may require you to pay
the balance due before accepting any
other subscription form requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We base our
orders on some items very closely to your
choices, and will hold you to it.
Submitting a sub-form is an explicit
contract. Of course, if we make an error
pulling your books, you may throw it
back. You may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to cancel
it, but once it makes it into your slot,
you’re obligated to purchase what you
ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your order if
you get it to us before the deadline,
which is marked on the cover of the form.
This especially pertains to any limited
item. After this date, we will make every
effort to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a problem
with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your name
on your form. Forms without names go
instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your time
when you fill out the forms. Make sure
you read the New Comics section for info,
and ask us any specific questions you may
have. We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it at
home where you can take some time to
consider your choices.

7. By turning in a form, you create a
legal obligation to pay for and pick up
the books you chose. Just because you
aren't paying for them right now, don't let
your eyes get bigger than your
pocketbook. It might behoove you to add
up your choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By signing

and delivering to us the subscription form,
you agree to pay for and pick up all books
ordered. By signing the deposit form and
paying us the deposit, you agree to allow
us to use the deposit to cover the price of
any books you do not pick up!

We only have a limited amount of room
on the sub form , however we will happily
order any item out of the distributor’s
catalog that you desire. Diamond
Previews lists hundreds of products that
we haven't the room for, and gives much
more in-depth descriptions of titles. All
special orders have the same deadline as
the subscription form, and may be subject
to a further deposit (though that's very
rare!)

Thousands of more products are
available each month and can be looked
at in Diamond’s PREVIEWS catalog
online:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
NewReleases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies
of variant covers in most cases unless
there are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/
FinalOrdersDue

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to directly
contact owner Brian Hibbs at:

brian@comixexperience.com
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hates about wanting to live up to the
expectations of her family becomes part of her
every day again. As Mel tries to rebalance
things with her brother, she navigates how to
offer help to someone who doesn’t want to
need it. Written & drawn by Ellice Weaver.
100 pages for $19.95

AWA Studios
Sins of the Salton Sea #1 (of 5): Wyatt, a
professional thief living off the grid after a
horrible tragedy, is recruited by his brother to
pull off one last job. Their target is an armored
car traveling down a desolate stretch of

California highway. It turns out that the
armored car is carrying not gold bars but
human cargo, plunging them into the middle
of a conflict between warring factions of a
doomsday cult. Written by Ed Brisson with art
from CP Smith. 32 pages for $3.99

Black Mask Studios
Leaded Gasoline #1: In the 1980s, a killer
stalks the streets of South Central LA. All the
special task forces in the world don’t seem to
be enough to stop him, as the bodies keep

piling up. One community college professor
steps in with a wild theory… Written by
Patrick Kindlon with art from Lorenzo Re. 32
pages for $4.99

Boom! Studios
Creed #1 (of 4): Amara Creed is on her own
path, stepping outside her father’s shadow and
training like there’s no tomorrow. But when
her opponents no longer present a challenge,
her drive will have her going underground—

just like dad. And with the perfect trainer
comes tangled strings attached… Written by
LaToya Morgan & Jai Jamison with art from
Wilton Santos. 32 pages for $4.99

Fence: Redemption #1 (of 4): Fence returns!
Are Seiji and Jesse really through? The rumors
a r o u n d
H a l v e r t o n
have spread
like wildfire,
but it’s not
long before a
m y s t e r y
fencer who
truly poses a
threat to the
#1 spot
arrives. Will
S e i j i ’ s
u n q u e n c h a
ble thirst for
rivalry be
what finally
makes him
l e a v e
Nicholas behind? Written by CS Pacat with art
from Johanna the Mad. 32 pages for $4.99

Ablaze
Shepherdess Warriors Vol. 1: The Order of
Shepherdess Warriors, a group of female
fighters chosen among the most courageous
and acrimonious, was formed when the men of
the village left to fight in The Great War. Molly
is excited to turn ten to finally start training to
join the order and figure out why there are
more and more ferocious wolves in the valley.
This quest will take her far beyond the
boundaries of the land she knows, into the
sorcerers’ forest and on the trail of her missing
parents. Winner of the 2022 Angouleme Prize
for Best Title for Ages 8-12. Written by
Jonathan Garnier with art from Amelie
Flechais. 152 pages for $14.99

Avery Hill Publishing
Big Ugly GN: Mel isn’t going anywhere,
except to work every day. But when she offers
the spare room in her apartment to her
struggling brother, everything she loves and

By Zoe Hu
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Wild’s End #1 (of 6): Out at sea during the
invasion, a crew of unlucky voyagers return to
a world they once knew and loved, now
occupied by alien invaders. This one is for the
furries. Written by Dan Abnette with art from
INJ Culbard. 32 pages for $4.99

Dark Horse
Den Vol. 1 HC: Bringing you the long out-of-
print Den by Richard Corben! Thrust into a
bizarre fantasy world called Neverwhere, the
~muscular adventurer~ Den goes on exotic
adventures through ancient ruins, meeting an
evil queen, her sacrificial doppelganger,
bizarre lizard men, giant insects and more

strange creatures in this saga brimming with
horror, magic and violence. Written & drawn
by Richard Corben. 128 pages for $34.99

Lunar Lodge #1: Marriage ain't easy,
especially when your spouse is hiding a
monstrous secret. Rob Moreland, who knows
things aren't great lately with his wife, Fiona,
is trying to fix that…until the Lunar Lodge
calls to confirm her stay. Rob decides to
shadow his wife to the hotel but what he finds
reveals even more horror than he thought.
Written by Tyler Marceca with art from Mirko
Colak. 32 pages for $3.99

The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher
Chaos #1: Teenage mad scientist Christopher
Chaos has always known he was different. His
mind works in ways that defy logic and enable
him to do things that push him beyond his
peers—unfortunately, these powers have led
others to fear him. When the cute boy at high
school turns out to be a deadly creature,
Christopher finds himself pitted in a world of
monsters, heroes, and a cult of hunters out to

DC Pride: Through the Years #1: Revisit
your favorite queer DC characters and their
coming out stories! Featuring Pied Piper
(1991), Batwoman (2009), Lee Serano (2018)
and a brand new story about Alan Scott. 80
pages for $9.99

Flash #800: Mark Waid takes over as the new
writer.  ‘nuff said? $4.99 for 48 pages

The Penguin #1: After retiring to Metropolis
following his “death,” Oswald Cobblepot finds
himself forced back into the unpredictable and
violent Gotham City underworld as a pawn for
the US intelligence agency. His bastard twin
children now rule the Iceberg Lounge, and he’s
on Batman’s Official Shitlist (BOS) for
framing him for the Penguin’s death. So much
for retirement… Written by Tom King with art
from Stefano Gaudiano & Scorpio Steele. 32
pages for $3.99

kill them all. Written by Tynion & Tate
Brombal with art from Isaac Goodhart. 40
pages for $4.99

Savage Squad 6 #1: The year is 2037. A brutal
world war has left humanity in shambles. The
remnants of civilization are tracked down and
systematically eliminated by The Scourge. For
the people of the central colonies, only one
hope remains, an elite team deployed into the
deadliest location on the planet: Savage Squad
6. Written by Robert Venditti & Brockton
McKinney with art from Dalts Dalton. 32
pages for $3.99

DC Entertainment
DC Pride 2023 #1: Again, I don’t know why
a one-shot needs to be labeled #1,
but…anyway, you know what this is! And as
always, there are some cute pride variant
covers available, so let us know if you wanna
order any.
W r i t i n g
from Grant
Morrison,
N i c o l e
M a i n e s ,
N a d i a
Shammas
and more
with art
f r o m
H a y d e n
Sherman,
P a u l i n a
G a n u c h
e a u ,
M i l d r e d
Louis and
more. 104
pages for $9.99
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Steelworks #1 (of 6): While his professional
and personal lives are going super well, John
must decide whether it's time to give up being
Steel once and for all. But does John even
know who he would be without his superhero
identity? How does the other Steel feel about
his momentous decision? And does any of that
matter if Steelworks crumbles around him
when he lacks the superpowers to fight back?
Written by Star Trek’s Worf: Michael Dorn,
with art from Sami Basri. 32 pages for $3.99

Wonder Woman #800: Tom King’s run starts
here.  $5.99 for 48 pages

Drawn & Quarterly
Juliette: A young woman goes home to her
small-town and see family for what she thinks
will be a relaxing visit. It’s anything but. Her
sister, she realizes, is carrying on an elaborate
affair with a man from a costume shop. Her
father is sure he’s developing Alzheimer’s, but

he’s probably just getting old. Slowly, Juliette
finds herself entangled with the unlikely
Georges, a dyspeptic alcoholic who is stuck in
his life. Written & drawn by Camille Jourdy.
240 pages for $29.95

Offshore Lightning: D&Q continues to bring
English-readers the lesser known gekiga
creators. Saito Nazuna came to comics in her
40s, brimming with a subtlety and
insightfulness that takes most people years to
convey on page. Here is a collection of her
early short works. Written & drawn by Saito
Nazuna, translated by Alexa Frank. 384 pages
for $29.95

Fairsquare Comics
A Boy Named Rose: 1920s Paris. Rose is a
boy and, like all the girls he’s spent time with
since birth, he wants to dance at "Le Jardin,”
the cabaret his mother manages. As Rose
blossoms into a young man, he discovers love

Fantagraphics
Minami’s Lover HC: Originally appearing in
the underground/alternative manga magazine
Garo in the 1980s and adapted for television
several times, this is the story of two high
schoolers’ romantic relationship when one of
them shrinks down to six inches tall. Everyone
thinks Chiyomi has disappeared, and suspicion
naturally falls on her boyfriend, Minami. The
two soon adapt to the unusual circumstances,
devising ways for Chiyomi to use the toilet,
brush her teeth and hair, attend classes, and
more. Uchida uses the conceit of a teen couple
literally learning how to take care of one
another to examine gender dynamics and
intimacy. Written & drawn by Shungiku
Uchida. 56 pages for $29.99

Werewolf Jones & Sons Deluxe Summer
Fun Annual HC: More bullshit from your
favorite fuck-ups…well, maybe not favorite.
Maybe you just have a sick obsession with
what happens when you combine poverty,
mental illness and utter depravity. Written &
drawn by Simon Hanselmann & Josh Pettinger.
100 pages for $19.99

:01 First Second Books
Cryptid Kids Vol. 1: The Bawk-ness Monster:
This book is laugh-out-loud goofy fun.
Guaranteed good time or your money back.
Actually I can’t do that, but I’m telling you,
it’s really funny. Penny swears that she was

saved from drowning by the Bawk-ness
Monster, a combo chicken-nessie creature of
the local lake also known as Bessie. Before she
moves away, she wants to thank her. She
recruits her friends, Luc and K, to help lure
Bessie back up to the surface, but they run into
a lot more cryptids and enemies on the way.

and tries to find his place in a society that's not
ready to welcome true love between two men.
Written & drawn by Gaelle Geniller. 212 pages
for $29.99

Sunshine Patriots #1 (of 2): Two former
members of Roosevelt's Rough Riders cavalry
arrive in Hollywood in 1913 and find
themselves caught in the web of a dangerous
new world. As the first Sicilian mobsters make
their way to the City of Angels, the two heroes
find themselves recruited as mercenaries for
the movie studios and drawn into the cutthroat
world of cinema, with a front-row seat to the
building of a new American empire. Written
& drawn by Howard Chaykin. 52 pages for
$9.99
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Written & drawn by Sarah Goetter & Natalie
Riess. 224 pages for $14.99

Dictatorship: It’s Easier Than You Think
HC: Do you crave the power to shape the
world in your image? Can you tell lies without
blinking an eye? Do you see enemies all around
you? If you answered yes to all of the above,
then this is the job for you! Join the Gaslit
Nation co-hosts as they show you how to
consolidate your authority, silence your critics,
weaponize your citizens and even prolong your
inevitable downfall! Written by Sarah
Kendzior & Andrea Chalupa with art from
Kasia Babis. 304 pages for $28.99

Family Style: Memories of American From
Vietnam: Thien's first memory is the
sweetness of watermelon and the saltiness of
fish—the taste of the foods he ate while adrift
at sea as his family fled Vietnam. After his
family arrives at a refugee camp in Thailand,
they struggle to survive—and things don't get
much easier once they resettle in California.
Through each chapter of their lives, food takes
on a new meaning. Written & drawn by Thien
Pham. 240 pages for $17.99

Monstrous: A Transracial Adoption Story
GN: Born in South Korea and adopted at birth
by a white couple, she grows up in a rural
community with few Asian neighbors. People
whisper in the supermarket. Classmates bully
her. She has trouble containing her anger in
these moments—but through it all, she has her
art. She's always been a compulsive drawer,
and when she discovers anime, her hobby
becomes an obsession. Though drawing and
cosplay offer her an escape, she still struggles
to connect with others. Written & drawn by
Sarah Myer. 272 pages for $17.99

IDW
Brynmore #1: Recently divorced and sober,
Mark Turner has returned to his hometown
looking for a fresh start. He wants to rebuild
the old church into a new home, but the locals
seem hesitant. Turner Island has deep secrets,
tracing back to when it was named for Mark’s
ancestors. Written by Steve Niles with art from
Damien Worm. 32 pages for $3.99

Image Comics
Haunt You to the End #1: In a not-so-far
future rife with climate disasters and
worldwide instability, a billionaire and his
crew—a disgraced journalist, a radical doctor,
a TV demonologist and a squad of hard-bitten
military contractors—set out to prove the
existence of life after death. But even if their
mission is a success, the truth may not be the

Headless Shakespeare Press
Pool Boys #1: This steamy romance focuses
on found love, fleeting connections and the fun
we have along the way. Featuring pin-ups from
Sina Grace, Luciano Vecchio and more!
Written by Josh Trujillo with art from Josh
Comillon. 24 pages for $7.99

Humanoids
Project Arka: Into the Dark Unknown:
Earth has been destroyed, its orbit withering
and its citizens desperate to escape to the stars.
The solution is the Arka project, massive
vessels bound for the distant planet of Leonis.
When the passengers of Arka III awaken from
their long intergalactic journey, they realize
they’re not on Leonis. They’ve landed in a
s t a r l e s s ,
seemingly
e n d l e s s
void. Eric
Rives, the
s h i p ’ s
second-in-
command,
and his
partner Jia
Tang are
sent on an
exploratory
mission to
investigate
the dark
l a b y r i n t h
t h a t
sur rounds
them…but what they find is beyond belief.
Written by Romain Bennasaya with art from
Joan Urgell. 120 pages for $24.99
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comforting revelation the world is hoping for.
Written by Ryan Cady with art from Andrea
Mutti. 32 pages for $3.99

In Hell We Fight #1: Life in hell ain't easy.
Demons try to torture you for all eternity,
monsters want to eat you, there's a stunning
lack of reliable indoor plumbing…worst of all,
it's almost impossible to get ice cream. At least,

until today, when three condemned teens and
their annoying tagalong demon frenemy
embark on a daring scheme to hijack a demon
lord's delivery truck. Written by John Layman
with art from Jok. 32 pages for $3.99

Klik Klik Boom #1 (of 5): Sprout is a mute
assassin who communicates exclusively
through polaroid pictures. Raised by her

it. Written by Curt Pires with art from Kevin
Castaniero. 32 pages for $4.99

Marvel
Black Panther #1: Banished from the throne
and a fugitive in his own homelands, T'Challa
still can't leave Wakanda without its sworn
protector. A king without a crown, he finds
new purpose lurking the streets and shadows
of the Wakandan city that bears his father's
name, Birnin T'Chaka. Written by Eve L.
Ewing with art from Chris Allen. 40 pages for
$4.99

Deadpool: Badder Blood #1 (of 5): Wade
Wilson is back, and he’s brought some
frenemies! As the villainous Thumper returns
to take out the man who created him,
Wolverine and Cable step in for a daring rescue
mission. But as Deadpool becomes embroiled
in nefarious criminal machinations in
Madripoor, will the trio be able to join
forces…or will Thumper’s agenda put an end
to their efforts? Written & drawn by Rob
Liefield, writing help from Chad Bowers. 40
pages for $4.99

Loki #1 (of 4): He may be the “benevolent”
God of Stories now, but Loki’s past as the God
of Lies returns to haunt him when ancient,
powerful weapons he once built end up
scattered across the Ten Realms. Loki must
track down these weapons before they fall into
the wrong hands and bring about Ragnarok.
Surprising guest stars, exciting new characters
and startling twists await in this all-new
miniseries. Written by Dan Watters with art
from German Peralta. 40 pages for $4.99

Incredible Hulk #1: As an enraged Hulk tries
to take control of Bruce Banner’s body
permanently, a mysterious immortal turns
every monster in the Marvel Universe against
Banner in an attempt to free their creator, the
primordial Mother of Horrors. With the help
of an unlikely new friend, Banner and Hulk
must try to stop the world from getting plunged
into darkness. Written by Phillip Kennedy
Johnson with art from Nic Klein. 40 pages for
$4.99

Marvel’s Voices: Pride #1: Why is it #1 every
year? One shots don’t need an issue number!
Anyway, you know what this is, and the cover
this year is pretty cute. As always, there are a
bunch of special Pride variant covers, so please
check them out online and let us know if you
want any of ‘em! Writing from Steve Fox,
Stephanie Williams and more with art from
people yet to be announced (wow, they’re
really on top of this!). 96 pages for $9.99

Sons of Origins of Marvel Comics: Marvel
Tales #1: A collection of your favorite
characters’ first appearances, including Hulk,

doomsday-prepping grandfather in the rolling
hills of Idaho, she has never been around other
people, watched TV or seen clothes that aren’t
Army fatigues. Now she's headed to the big
lights of New York City to avenge her
grandfather's murder, but will she be able to
handle the city's mesmerizing glitz and glam?
Written by Doug Wagner with art from Doug
Dabbs & Matt Wilson. 32 pages for $3.99

Tales of Syzpense #1: Two split tales of shock
& awe, plus bonus material. Story one takes
place on the surreal island of Southport after a
run-in with Eris, the goddess of strife. Story
two features an aging adventurer looking to
pass his abilities on to the next generation of
heroes…until he realizes their superior abilities
will erase his legacy. Writing from Chris Ryall,
TP Louise & Ashley Wood with art from Wood
& Nelson Daniel. 40 pages for $4.99

Void Rivals #1: War rages around the Sacred
Ring, where the last remnants of two worlds
have collapsed around a black hole in a never-
ending war. When pilot Darak and his rival
Solila both crash on a desolate planet, these
two enemies must find a way to escape
together—but they aren’t alone on this strange
planet. What dark forces await that threaten the
entire universe? Written by Robert Kirkman
with art from Lorenzo de Felici. 32 pages for
$3.99

Mad Cave
You’ve Been Cancelled #1: The world’s
premier entertainment event is
CANCELLED—a live streamed program
where elite bounty hunters kill individuals
who’ve been “cancelled following heinous
actions. Roland is the #1 bounty hunter, and
lives in a constant state of paranoia because of
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:

Brian Hibbs
Katie Borrman
Zoe Hu
Katt Kelly

With
Max M.

305 Divisadero St.
(at Page)

SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

….are you experienced?

Thor, Iron Man, Daredevil and Doctor Strange.
Written by Stan Lee & Larry Lieber with art
from Jack Kirby, Don Heck, Steve Ditko &
Bill Everett. 104 pages for $7.99

Spider-Man: India #1 (of 4): Pavitr Prabhakar
is back, fresh from “The End of the Spider-
Verse” in his own universe’s Mumbai. But
th ings
a r e n ’ t
exactly
simple.
There’s
a
science
profes
s o r
promis
i n g
results,
activat
i n g
p e o p
l e ’ s
“lizard
brain”
a l o n g
with a
r u t h l
ess businessman who may be more than he
seems... Written by Nikesh Shukla with art
from Abhishek Malsuni. 32 pages for $3.99

Ultimate Invasion #1 (of 4): The Illuminati
must form once again to stop the Maker from
his plans to destroy – or perhaps rebuild – the
universe, with Miles Morales at the center of
it all. Includes new data pages by Jonathan
Hickman, plus exclusive behind-the-scenes
material on the world-building that has gone
into this project. Written by Jonathan Hickman
with art from Bryan Hitch. 56 pages for $8.99

Nobrow
Vern: Custodian of the Universe GN: On the
edge of burnout, Vern decides to return to his
family in the Sunshine State to start over.
Starting a new dead-end job as a custodian at
Quasar—a local science facility with a shady
motive—he shrugs on his uniform, grabs a mop
and bucket, and trudges off to clean up. When
he accidentally plugs in a mysterious machine
and finds himself standing on the brink of the
destruction of every planet in the Multiverse,
he’s presented with the greatest question of all:
what is the point? Written by & drawn by
Tyrell Waiters. 200 pages for $20.99

Oni Press
Xino #1: Because the future is getting weirder
everyday, we give you XINO #001: the first of
three intra-ocular lozenges of subversive,
surrealist science-fiction to cure your awful
awareness of it all. Try not to worry-the
insertion process will be guided by the

megawatt brilliance of Oni's brightest talents
(past, present, and future) as they slowly tune
your hopes, dreams, desires, paranoia,
alienation, anxiety, and adrenaline to produce
the desired results. Writing from Melissa
Flores, Chris Condon, Phil Hester and more
with art from Nick Cagnetti, Shaky Kane and
more. 40 pages for $5.99

Pantheon Books
Boys Weekend HC: Newly-out trans artist’s
assistant Sammie is invited to an old friend’s
bachelor weekend. Though they haven’t
identified as a man for over a year, Sammie’s
college buddies haven’t quite gotten the
message, as evidenced by their formerly closest
friend Adam asking them to be his “best man.”
The remarkably shitty treatment from their
supposed friends is enough to make Sammie
regret coming, but also, they seem to be the
only one who’s noticed the mysterious cult
that’s also staying at the hotel, and is ritually
dismembering guests and demanding fealty to
their bloodthirsty god… Written & drawn by
Mattie Lubchansky. 232 pages for $28

Uncivilized Comics
Sickness #1: 1945: Daniel Buss, an anxious
teenager living in small-town America, has
been experiencing strange symptoms: mood
swings, increased sensitivity, and terrifying
hallucinations, threatening to ruin his summer
vacation before freshman year. Ten years later,
George Brooks, war vet and tireless doctor,
nears retirement from his decorated past. When
a local housewife murders her entire family,
the sole surviving son is put into his care;
George grows obsessed with uncovering what
could drive an ordinary person to such
brutality. Written & drawn by Jenna Cha &
Lonnie Nadler. 32 pages for $6
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Wonder Woman #800 (Tom King)

Drawn & Quarterly
Juliette GN
Offshore Lightning GN

Fairsquare Comics
A Boy Named Rose GN
Sunshine Patriots (of 2 – Howard Chaykin)

Fantagraphics
Minami’s Lover HC
Werewolf Jones & Sons

:01 First Second
Cryptid Kids: The Bawk-Ness Monster GN
Dictatorship: Easier Than you Think HC
Family Style: Memories of Vietnam GN
Monstrous: A Transracial Adoption Story GN

Headless Shakespeare Press
Pool Boys

Humanoids
Project Arka HC

IDW
Brynmore

Image Comics
Haunt You To The End
In Hell We Fight
Klik Klik Boom (of 5)
Tales of Syzpense (Ashley Wood)
Void Rivals (Robert Kirkman)

Mad Cave
You’ve Been Cancelled

Marvel
Black Panther 2023
Deadpool: Badder Blood (f 5)
Loki (of 4)
Incredible Hulk 2023
Marvel’s Voices: Pride 2023 #1
Sons of Origins of Marvel Comics
Spider-Man: India (of 4)
Ultimate Invasion (of 4)

Nobrow
Vern: Custodian of the Universe GN

Oni Press
Xino

Pantheon Books
Boys Weekend HC

Uncivilized Comics
Sickness

Anything we missed?  Add it here!
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305 Divisadero St.     415-863-9258

…are you experienced?


